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Abstract
Disciplinary classifications are subject to change because the purpose and method
of pursuing knowledge change with the passage of time. Through the history of
Western scholarship, philosophy has been regarded as the basis of all sciences,
or as the “Queen of Sciences.” Before its import, jingxue 經學 (textual
scholarship or the study of the Confucian classics) had been regarded as the
most important type of scholarship in East Asia. Jingxue was one of the four
traditional categories used in bibliographic classification in China. Since the
initial encounter between the East and the West, jingxue has continued to exist,
but has surrendered its privileged status to philosophy. Philosophers in Korea are
confronted with the problematic condition of a lack of consensus on research
subjects and methodology. This is different from Western situations in which
philosophers have declared the demise of philosophy and cast doubts on the
identity of philosophy. In Korea, intellectuals speak most frequently about the
“crisis of philosophical research” or the “crisis of philosophy education,” not the
crisis of philosophy itself. This paper intends to examine why the crisis of
philosophical research has occurred and how to cope with it. The examination
begins with revisiting the scholars who had a keen interest in the issue and
explores some directions for philosophic inquiry in 21st century Korea.
Keywords: jingxue (textual scholarship), philosophy, science, classification of
sciences, modernity
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1. Introduction
It has been over a century since the study of “philosophy” began in
Korea. Yet, as academics begin to specialize in the philosophies of
different countries and various subjects, many Korean researchers tend not
to regard the academic achievements of others as “philosophy.” In other
words, even though there is a large body of Korean academics all studying
“philosophy,” there is no consensus among these scholars as to what
constitutes “philosophical study” and how to study philosophy per se. This
situation is, of course, different from what has transpired in the West (the
United States and continental Europe, especially) where Wittgenstein and
others have loudly and frequently proclaimed the death or demise of
philosophy in the Western intellectual tradition and cast doubt on the very
identity of philosophy. Korean philosophers appear to understand their
current situation as a “crisis of philosophical research” or a “crisis of
philosophy education” and do not speak about a “crisis of philosophy per
se.” This paper attempts to examine why this “crisis of philosophical
research” has occurred in Korea and provide some suggestions for
overcoming it. Let us first examine the trajectory of scholars who have
taken a profound interest in exploring this issue.
In 1999, Lee Cheol-seung took issue with the methodology of
philosophical research, as part of his efforts to address the initial question
of “How meaningful is Chinese traditional philosophy to contemporary
Koreans?” At the time, he attempted to probe some of the problems
underlying the study of Chinese traditional philosophy in Korea and
explore an alternative path to cope with them. He suggested that
researchers were faced with two problematic conditions: the lack of
problem awareness and methodological monotony. He stressed the
importance of both a scientific approach and creative thinking in regards
to finding alternative approaches to problem solving. In order to link the
intellectual problems of the time with the system of thought, he called
on scholars to develop a more accurate understanding of the real
conditions in which philosophic inquiry is conducted and suggested the
need for a dialectic union of both concretization and abstraction and
specificity and universality.1)
1) See Lee, “Oneulnal ‘jungguk jeontong cheolhak-eul yeunguhaneun’ hangukin-eui euimie
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In an interview with a newspaper more than a decade later, Lee
described his view of unsatisfactory current research trends for Eastern
philosophy in Korea and proposed a solution for the situation: “Having
deep concerns about the pervasive uncritical adoption of ‘imported
philosophy’ and blind overdependence on ‘traditional philosophy,’ I am
pondering on the possibility to establish ‘uri philosophy’.”2) For Lee,
establishing “uri philosophy” entailed in-depth thinking about Korean
problems in an era characterized by multi-faceted forms of conflict, such
as those between nations, classes, religions, East and West, tradition and
modernity, specificity and universality, etc. Two years later, in 2014, Lee
commemorated the creation of the Institute of uri philosophy by
organizing an academic forum on the theme of “How Should We Study
Uri Philosophy?: Beyond Imported Philosophy and Textual Scholarship.”3)
In a nutshell, Lee’s argument is that due to the lack of critical
consciousness and methodological sophistication the study of Eastern
philosophy in Korea has been, unfortunately, dominated by imported
philosophy and text scholarship. As a response, Lee has urged other
Korean academics to establish our own philosophy by seeking a dialectic
linkage between reality and thought.
From a glance at the forum’s proceedings, one can identify subtly
divergent standpoints regarding current research on Eastern philosophy in
Korea among both presenters (Gweon In-ho and Hong Weon-sik, in
particular) and discussants (Choi Yeong-jin and Lee Seung-hwan).
According to Gweon In-ho, “researches on Korean Confucianism show
the habitual problem of tautology as exemplified in the discussions on
the Four-Seven debate (originating from Yi Hwang and Yi Yi in the
second half of the Joseon period), on the conception of whether humans
and animals have the same nature, and Zhu Xi’s Neo-Confucian thought
(including the study of mind). It makes me wonder that even after seven
to eight decades, we have not been able to go beyond Takahashi Tooru’s
高橋亨 discussions on Korean Confucianism.” Meanwhile, Choi Yeong-jin
daehayeo,” 264-286.
2) “Uri” in uri philosophy literally means “our” in Korean. Uri philosophy can be
understood as a term that reflexes the effort to establish Korean own philosophical
tradition. Interview with Gyosu sinmun, November 7, 2012.
3) Held in commemoration of the establishment of the Institute for uri philosophy, the
Forum was jointly sponsored by the Daedong Philosophical Association and Chosun
University’s Humanities Research Institute and held in the Mock Courtroom on the
second floor of the College of Law Building at Chosun University, Gwangju, on May
24, 2014.
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claims in his comments on Gweon’s paper that the facts tell otherwise:
“Looking back, I remember that not a small number of research papers
on the Four-Seven debate give a critical look at the logical fitness from
an analytic philosophical perspective and excavate new issues. Also, as to
the Horak Debate (discourse over where human nature is different from
other creatures), some studies analyze its status in the politico-historical
context and attempt an ecological reinterpretation.”4)
In his remarks, Hong Weon-sik contended that Eastern philosophy in
Korea is faced with the absence of three elements: communication,
problem awareness, and proper perspectives and research methods. As a
remedy, he urged scholars to acknowledge and then move beyond what
he identified as the “pervasion of self-contented, self-believing research.”
In his comments on Hong’s paper, Lee Seung-hwan pointed out that
Hong’s formulation of the problem facing Korean philosophy was not
very different from what Lee Cheol-seung had described in 1999. If he
is right, it means that Eastern philosophy in Korea, despite some keen
reflections made on its direction, has made no real progress during the
past fifteen years. Borrowing the expression “the lost 10 years,” which is
widely used in the Korean political sphere, Lee suggested that some
might say, self-disparagingly, that Eastern philosophy in Korea “has lost
the past 15 years.” Yet Lee Seung-hwan himself would not fully agree
with the accuracy of a description of “the lost 15 years.” In his 2001
book, Noja-eseo Derrida-ggaji (From Laozi to Derrida), he contends that
Taoist research in Korea has produced “creative collective work” by
interpreting Taoist thought through the perspectives of the philosophy of
language, Husserl’ phenomenology, and Heidegger’s existential thought,
which had never been attempted elsewhere in the world. He also argued
that “a series of novel researches anchored on the moral psychological
viewpoint have been made on Neo-Confucianism, and semiotic and
linguistic methods are applied to newly interpret the Confucian notions of
li-qi and the Four-Seven.”5)
To summarize, at least two competing views exist regarding the
current condition of Eastern philosophical research in Korea. Some
complain that without a keen sense of problem awareness and adequate
methodology, it only imitates foreign research outcomes and pours most
4) Gweon, “Hanguk cheolhak-ui hyeonhwang-gwa banseong mit hyanghu gwaje,” 1-2; Choi,
“Discussion Remarks,” 13.
5) Hong, “Dongyang cheolhak yeongu bangbeomnon-ui gungpip-gwa munjejeom, geurigo
mosaek,” 31-40; Lee, “Discussion Remarks,” 41-43.
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of its effort into little more than terminological (re)interpretations. Others
believe that the application of diverse new methodologies over the past
15 years have indeed broadened the research horizon in significant and
potentially dynamic ways.
How should we understand the large gap between these two
perspectives? First, we must admit that there is a lack of communication,
in the sense that we do not check research outcomes produced in Korea
as much as we do those made overseas. Second, we do not seem to
agree as to the genuine value of employing philosophy of language-based
approaches to Eastern philosophy. Third, despite some moves toward “uri
study” in other disciplines that are comparable to that of “uri
philosophy,” no compelling approach to “interdisciplinary science” or
“transdisciplinary science” has yet been made in the Korean academy.6)
This paper aims to investigate how “philosophy” came into beigin
with the classification of disciplines as well as some of the ramifications
of the clash between premodern and early modern philosophical studies.
Through this examination, it suggests that instead of being mere
declarations, uri study and uri philosophy can in fact offer a
consensus-based approach and direction for the future of academic inquiry
in Korea.

2. Classification of Sciences and “Philosophy”
In “Taishigong zixu” 太史公自序 (Autobiography of Sima Qian) in the
Shiji 史記 (Records of the Grand Historian), Sima Tan 司馬談 put
forward his view that while each of the Six Schools (yin-yang,
Confucianism, Mohism, the School of Names, Legalism, and Taoism) had
its own characteristics, they had one thing in common, namely, that they
upheld order.7) He explained their core traits from this point of view.
The fact that Sima compiled major summaries of the Six Schools lets us
presume the existence of book classification methods and classified
6) Jo Dong-il explored the path to “Our Intellectual Study” early on, as demonstrated in his
works, Inmun hangmun-ui samyeong and Uri hangmun-ui gil. Also, the Society for
Studying in the Korean Language led by Lee Gi-sang and Choi Bong-yeong has tried to
bridge the gap between Korean language and intellectual studies by producing a series of
books, including Urimal-ro hangmunhagi-ui samuchim, Urimal-ro hangmunhagi-ui gomaum,
Urimal-ro hangmunhagi-ui yongteurim, and Urimal-ro hangmunhagi-ui nalgaejit .
7) Sima, “Taishigong zixu”: “易大傳, 天下一致而百慮, 同歸而殊塗. 夫陰陽, 儒, 墨, 名, 法, 道德,
此務爲治者也. 直所從言之異路, 有省不省耳.”
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catalogs in premodern times, although it cannot be effectively confirmed.
Liu Xiang 劉向 and Liu Xin’s 劉歆 Qilüe 七略 (Seven Summaries)
is generally regarded as China’s earliest literature classification. While this
is true in the sense of a classification which covers a wide range of
subjects, as far as a single area is concerned, their work should not
actually be considered the first effort at classifying literature,8) especially
as there are some interesting accounts in the military section in
“Yiwenzhi” 藝文志 in the Hanshu 漢書. In the early Han period, Zhang
Liang 張良 and Han Xin 韓信 made a summary of 182 Houses and
grouped them into 35 categories. On the order of Emperor Wu 武帝, the
military general Yang Fu 楊僕 collected scattered records of military
tactics and compiled a classified catalog, although his was an incomplete
list. Furthermore, Emperor Cheng 成帝 commanded Ren Hong 任宏 to
classify military writings into four groups.9) Demand for military strategies
and military books rose sharply during Emperor Wu’s reign due to
increased military activities, both internal and external.10) For those
practical reasons, the earliest classified catalog dedicated to military books,
named Binglu 兵錄, emerged. It is noteworthy that the first Chinese
bibliographic classification targeted military books, not the Six Arts.
As we all know, Liu Xiang and Liu Xin’s Qilüe and its successor,
“Yiwenzhi” 藝文志 in the Hanshu, were classificatory works that were not
limited to military books but attempted to cover all available fields at that
time. In particular, the Qilüe was divided into seven sections: General
Summary, Summary on the Six Arts, Summary on Noncanonical Masters,
Summary on Poetry and Rhapsody, Summary on Military Writings,
Summary on Science and Numerics, and Summary on Practical Technology.
The General Summary describes the main points of the book itself,
meaning that there are actually six summaries. The six smmaries can be
roughly divided into two larger clusters as the Six Arts, Noncanonical
Masters, and Poetry and Rhapsody are grouped into arts and literature,
while Military Writings, Science and Numerics, and Practical Technology
concern governance and practical fields. The Lunyu 論語 is listed in the
Six Arts, implying a special authority reserved for Confucius, though
8) Lee Seong-gyu views “Yiwenzhi” in the Hanshu, which inherited the tradition of Qilüe
compiled by Liu Xiang and his son, Liu Xin, as China’s earliest book classification, but
this view needs to be corrected. See Lee Seong-gyu, “Dongyang-ui hangmun chegye-wa
geu inyeom,” 12.
9) Ban, “Yiwenzhi”: “漢興, 張良,韓信序次兵法, 凡百八十二家, 刪取要用, 定著三十五家. 諸呂用事
而盜取之. 武帝時, 軍政楊僕捃摭遺逸, 紀奏兵錄, 猶未能備. 至于孝成, 命任宏論次兵書爲四種.”
10) Lai, Jungguk-ui gojeon mongnokhak, 30-31.
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Confucianism itself is filed under Noncanonical Masters, indicating that
its special authority was yet to be formed. Within this grouping scheme,
writings of thought and ideology in modern-day classification were placed
within either the “Six Arts” or “Various Masters” categories.
The Seven Summaries classification framework employed by
“Yiwenzhi” in the Hanshu did not last very long. Within a relatively
short period, the four-section scheme (classics, histories, masters, and
collections) in “Jingjizhi 經籍志” in the Suishu 隋書, came to replace the
old system of classification. Although there were slight inconsistencies in
classification within sections depending on who was sorting the groups,
the four-section system enjoyed dominance as the bibliographic
classification framework until the release of Siku quanshu 四庫全書.11) In
fact, the shift from the seven summaries to the four sections did not
represent a radical change in bibliographic classification. In both systems,
the groupings were further divided into multi-level subsections, when
necessary. Taking into account the whole features of each system, the
change from seven summaries to four sections would be best described
as a readjustment of classification units rather than a real change in the
system of disciplines.
In this context, it can be said that the classification of writings
belonging to thought and ideology in the contemporary sense shifted from
belonging to the Six Arts and Noncanonical Masters to belonging to the
category described as Classics and Masters. Likewise, in terms of the
study of each area, the study of the Six Arts and of Noncanonical
Masters became known as the study of the Classics and of Masters.
A far more radical change in disciplinary classification occurred with
the publication of Minguo congshu 民國叢書. The Minguo congshu, a
collection of 1,126 books selected from over 100,000 produced during the
period of the Republic of China (1912-1949), came out in five parts
between 1989 and 1995. Part 1 was released in October 1989 with 100
writings in 258 categories; Part 2 released another 100 in 216 categories
in October 1990; Part 3 printed in December 1991 included 100 books
in 217 categories; Part 4 containing 100 of 232 categories was produced
in December 1992; and Part 5 released in December 1996 had 100 in
203 categories.12)
11) Lee, “Dongyang-ui hangmun chegye-wa geu inyeom,” 12-15; Shin, “Sagojeonseo-neun
siljero ‘jeonseo-’ inga?,” 103-122.
12) Zhou Gucheng 周谷城, the main editor of the publication, stated in the Preface (1989)
that “The compilation and printing of Minguo congshu is intended, in plain terms, to
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The Minguo congshu classifies books into eleven subject fields,
using an entirely different scheme than had been employed in the
seven-summary and the four-section systems. The eleven subjects in the
Minguo congshu are as follows: 1: Philosophy and Religion; 2: Social
Sciences in General; 3: Politics, Law, and Military Affairs; 4: Economy;
5: Culture, Education, and Sports; 6: Language and Letters; 7: Literature;
8: Aesthetics and Arts; 9: History and Geography; 10: Science and
Technology; and 11: Others.
In fact, however, this grouping was not strictly adhered to. To
provide one example, both Liang Shuming’s 梁漱溟 Dongxiwenhua ji qi
zhexue 西文化及其哲學 and Zhongguo wenhua yaoyi were classified under
Philosophy and Religion, whereas Zhu Qianzhi’s 朱謙之 Wenhua zhexue
文化哲學 was filed under Culture, Education, and Sports. Books having
the same labels in their titles (like “philosophy” and/or “culture,” for
example) were frequently listed under different domains. Despite this
weakness, however, the collection adopted a classification scheme
resembling our modern-day disciplinary classifications. For that reason, it
can be claimed that China’s early modern knowledge or intellectual study
began with Minguo congshu.
In comparing the bibliographic classification of Minguo congshu with
those which had preceded it, we can see that the classification of works
on topics which concerned thought and ideology has shifted over time:
where they would have been considered first as belonging to the study
of the Six Arts and Noncanonical Masters and later to that of Classics
and Masters and then, finally to that of Philosophy and Religion, Culture
and Literature, and Aesthetics and Arts. This shift in classification is one
clear signal of the transition of the study of thought and ideology from
text scholarship to philosophy.

3. The Early Modern Period and the Conditions of “Studying Philosophy”
Philosophy as a discipline was not born from text scholarship through the
course of an internal progression, rather it was a sort of culture adopted
during China’s engagement and clashes with Western forces.13) Philosophy,
preserve the historical materials, to protect the written records at the verge of
extinction, and to play a role in the construction of a modernized nation by achieving
a better understanding of the epoch.”
13) Regarding the adoption and translation of the term “philosophy” and the emergence of
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broadly constituted, a set of intellectual activities of diverse characteristics, on
which consensus was difficult to achieve within a linguistic community in a
general sense, or within a research community in a more narrow sense.
Let me give some specific examples of studies done under the name
of “philosophy.” The Qingdai xueshu gailun 清代學術概論 compiled
several streams of intellectual thought in the Qing Dynasty. Zhongguo
zhexueshi dagang 中國哲學史大綱 examined Chinese philosophy using a
scientific approach from the position of textual criticism. Comparative
Studies of Chinese and Western Philosophical Thought compared Chinese
and Western philosophical thought. Dazhong zhexue 大衆哲學 illustrated a
layman’s path to the study of Western philosophy. That was a notable
feature of “studying philosophy” that arose in the spatio-temporal
conjuncture of early modern China.
One is also compelled to ask how “philosophy” acquired such
complex characteristics during the early modern period of China. Four
factors were crucial in this process: the first being translation; the second
being instrumental thinking; the third, the sense of national identity and
zealous comparisons of China and West (East and West); and the fourth,
linkage between science and philosophy.
(1) Translation
Intellectuals in early modern China aspired to draw up a blueprint of the
future, but found that it was unable to do so under the premodern
intellectual framework. Under the circumstances, translation was undertaken
as a part of desperate efforts of future planning, not just for the introduction
of foreign books. For instance, Liang Qichao believed that translation was
essential for building a strong nation in the world. He saw that Europe,
Russia, and Japan had established themselves among the powerful nations of
the world in part by strengthening themselves through their translations of
Western learning.14) Due to limited foreign language skills, Japanese
translations of Western books received a great deal attention in China. Liang
Qichao described the fervor of translation as follows:
As soon as a new book was released in Japan, it was translated by several
translators, introducing and spreading new ideas like a bushfire. However, as
the “history of Chinese philosophy” in China, see Yang, “Jungguk cheolhaksa-ui
tansaeng: 20 segi junguk cheolhaksa tekseuteu seongnip-eul jungsim-euro.”
14) Wang, Jungguk beonyeok sasangsa, 43-44.
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the importing was done in Liang Qichao’s style, it was grossly
unsystematic, without exercising care in selecting texts for translation, and
without discriminating what was important and what was not and which
schools they belonged to. The basic attitude was the more, the better, which
was welcomed by society. Just as people in a long-lasting calamity will eat
anything they can find grassroots, tree bark, frozen magpies, rotten mice,
and what not, they were drooling over and devouring whatever was
available. They did not care if it was digestible, or if it would not make
them sick. In fact, there was, simply, no alternative source of food better in
hygiene and quality.15)

If Liang Qichao’ remarks are any guide, it is not going too far to
say that the early modern period of China was an era of mostly
undiscerning translation. As a part of ushering in an era of translation,
guidelines for translation were proposed. In “Lun fanyi” 論飜譯, three
essential factors were emphasized: careful selection of the text to be
translated, accumulation of standard examples of expressions, and the
training of excellent translators. He also claimed that the ideal translator
should be someone who has both advanced intellectual knowledge and
talent in linguistic articulation (tongxue tongwen 通學通文).16)
Unlike Liang Qichao, Yan Fu was well versed in the languages of
the two worlds. Starting with his translation of Tianyanlun 天演論 (the
Theory of Evolution of Heaven, a Chinese rendition of Thomas Huxley’s
Evolution and Ethics) in 1895 (at the age of 43) and finalizing with the
last piece Zhongguo jiaoyu lunyi 中國教育論議 published in 1914 (when
he was 61 years old), he translated 11 books over an approximately
20-year period. Among them, his eight masterpieces covered a broad
array of fields, including philosophy, political sciences, economics,
sociology, law, and ethics.17)While translating Tianyanlun, Yan Fu
specified three criteria of good translation: faithfulness, communicability,
and elegance. Faithfulness referred to fidelity to the original text;
communicability meant that the meaning of the original text should be
well-transmitted and understandable; and elegance meant construction of
the translated text according to grammatical rules.18)
Early modern China came to adopt the ideas of tianyan 天演
(evolution of Nature) or jinhua 進化 (evolution) largely through the
translated works of Liang Qichao and Yan Fu. Their translations did not
15)
16)
17)
18)

Liang, Qingdai xueshu gailun, ch. 29.
Liang, “Lun fanyi,” 44-50.
Wang, Jungguk beonyeok sasangsa, 65-50.
Yan, “Yi li yan,” 1321-1323.
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introduce new ideas from Western works alone; premodern Chinese texts
were also translated into early modern Chinese, imparting new meanings.
For example, the phrase “self-strengthening” (ziqiang 自强) was
reinterpreted in the context that the sage emulates the operation of
heaven and strengthens his character and moral spirit, and found support
in passages like the following from the Yijing 易經: “the operation
(movement) of heaven is steady and solid. The sage exerts himself on
his own will and never ceases to.”19) At a time when social Darwinism
grew influential, ‘self-strengthening’ was reinterpreted as a rationale for a
being (or a nation’s) self-preservation efforts.20)
In early modern China, translation was regarded as a necessary, not
optional, undertaking. Translation of foreign writings involved a process
by which the self adopted an other and was transformed into a new self.
In addition, translation of works from their own past gave the nation a
chance to form an unfamiliar and perhaps more objective look at itself
from across the distances of time and space.
(2) Instrumental Thinking
Premodern China recognized itself as both an empire and the center of
the world. Because of this conception, premodern China did not represent
itself as fang 方 (area), which signified a finite space, but as tianxia 天
下 (all under heaven) or sihai 四海 (all within four oceans). In other
words, without fixed external borders, an infinite expansion of this
empire was within the realm of the possible. In contrast, early modern
China had to see itself as a part of the larger world. This experience
did not just mean attaining a new understanding of human geographic
space; without proper adaption, China could have been driven to an
extremely precarious condition which may have even resulted in the
death of the nation and many of its people.
China experienced an unprecedented crisis of existence in the early
modern period. Existential crises typically involve multi-layered conditions.
In many of these crises, the conventional self proves unable to respond to
new developments and becomes powerless. Under such conditions, as the
self becomes estranged from its subject, it often loses the power to
reconstruct its own subjectivity, thereby becoming a powerless, meaningless

19) Yan, “Qian gua,” vol. 1: “天行健, 自强不息.”
20) Yang, Yan Fu: Jungguk-ui geundaeseong-gwa seoyang sasang, 55-56.
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being. Though nominally alive, the self is for all intents and purposes
lifeless, barely continuing to exist and struggling for breath.
The preponderance of evidence suggests that early modern China
regarded the crisis of its existence mainly as a struggle for survival. That
could be a testimony to the gravity and perceived immanence of the risk
of extermination of the nation and the people, that for many, there was
little to no margin to think about and reflect on much of anything other
than what was necessary for survival. Evading total destruction was a
dire, but vital and very real task for early modern China and large
numbers of Chinese people.
At the national level, salvation of the state was often viewed as
tightly connected with the development of a stronger military force. One
way that this concern can be seen is through the government’s active
involvement in translation projects, of which roughly half were directly
related to military affairs. Although books on arithmetic, electrical
science, chemistry, and mathematics were also translated, they were
usually regarded as serving the purpose of producing a strong military.
Regarding thisimbalance, Liang Qichao protested that “even though the
Westerners’ strength lies in their military power, it is not the reason for
their strength.”21)
While the state was unable to grasp the essence of the West,
ordinary Chinese people had no choice but to confront the changed
circumstances and grope for survival. Finding itself incapable of fulfilling
the public function of distributing proper rights to its citizens, and with
its sustainability at stake, the state tried, perhaps perversely, to assign
more duties and obligations to individuals. While the government was
degenerating into a predatory institution, individuals were degraded into a
condition in which they would do nearly anything, no matter how
corrupt, simply for survival. Thus, existence in early modern China was,
characteristically, reduced to an instrument in the sense that other beings
were meaningful merely as the impacted the dimension of one’s own
survival. As Ling Qichao argued:
There was a fundamental reason why the advocates of the new learning
failed in the late Qing period. They did not regard intellectual knowledge
as a goal, but as a tool … School was just another name for the civil
service examinations, and the new learning was an eight-legged essay of a
mutated form. Eight or nine out of ten students had impure motivations in
their studies. They studied for worldly success, and gave up after a while if
21) See Liang, “Lun fanyi.”
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it did not work out. Not just inferior students but excellent ones regarded
‘utility’ as the key principle, thinking that what they learned should always
be put to use.22)

Application is associated with essence, whether it is utility,
functionality, operationality, or practicality. Yet, with the tie with essence
severed, it became independent and moved around uncontrolled in early
modern China.
(3) Identity
To portray the picture with broad strokes: the early modern period in
China was both an era of translation and one in which the state
underwent a crisis of existence. Under these conditions, many people
found it difficult to define their identity within their internal tradition and
language, as they had heretofore done. Devoid of a clear understanding
of who they were, they felt themselves undefined, before settling upon a
possible solution, namely, looking at themselves through the lens of the
early modern West or Westerners. For many in early modern China,
identity was deeply comparative; in other words, one’s own identity was
best revealed through the glance of the other. Consequently, after the
Opium War and the Wusu Reform (wushu bianfa 戊戌變法), most
attempts to examine Chinese identity took the form of “comparing China
and the West” in various areas, including culture, civilization, intellectual
thought, and philosophy.
Writing in 1895, Yan Fu explicated on zhong xi shi li 中西事理
(situations in China and the West) by resorting to the usual format of
“comparing” the two. In his view, China emphasized the past and
overlooked the present, whereas the West stressed the present and tried
to overcome the past. The former attached importance to sangang 三綱
(three bonds: emperor-official, father-son, and husband-wife), while the
latter viewed equality as the foremost value. Chinese people, he
continued, regarded kin (family) as the most important, but Westerners
admired sagacious individuals. Governance was based on filial piety in
China and on publicity in the West. His list goes on and on.23) This
type of list making was initially unique to Yan Fu, but was continued
by Chen Duxiu during the New Culture period and is still repeated
22) Liang, Qingdai xueshu gailun, ch. 29.
23) Yan, “Lun shibian zhi ji,” 1-5.
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frequently today.
Premodern Chinese people had a clear sense of identity without
having to reflect on their existence through the mirror of the other.
Entering the early modern period, however, the power to maintain and
prolong their premodern identity was lost. Identity could be subject to
post-examination, but could not be established as the norm for the future.
Hence, early modern China was forced to ask, with some anxiety, as
though in search of its identity, both “Who am I?” and “What am I
going to be?”
(4) Philosophy and Science
The difference between textual scholarship and philosophy lay primarily
in the method of verification. The former tried to prove the validity of
an argument based on authentic precedents, analogies, and examples (i.e.
by making appeals to tradition). The latter attempted to explain the
legitimacy of a claim via conceptual analysis, logical validity, and
scientific evidence (i.e. by making appeals to reason). For example, ren
仁 (benevolence) was a key virtue in defining humanity in premodern
textual scholarship. Why did ren represent humanity and why should
every human being have that virtue? Although Confucius made various
attempts to define “ren,” he did not pay special attention to the question
of why. Mencius clarified through a sort of experimental thinking that
“compassion” is the natural psychological state of human minds. Later,
drawing on the symptoms of paralysis as understood by Oriental
medicine, he explained that ren means interconnection and life.
Tan Sitong searched for traditional philosophical concepts suitable for
the ideas of science and democracy and reinterpreted them. One
traditional concepts he made particular note of was ren.24) Hence, he
wrote Renxue 仁學 in the effort to transform ren from a feudal to a
public ethic.25) Tan argued, among other things, that:
The first and foremost meaning of ren is interconnectivity. Ether, electricity,
and mental power all show how things are connected with one another.26)

24) On Kang Yuwei’s and Tan Sitong’s conceptions of benevolence, see Shin,
Saramdaum-iran mueot-inga?, 301-335.
25) Tan, “Renxue jieshuo,” 291.
26) Tan, “Renxue jieshuo,” 291: “一. 仁以通爲第一義. 以太也, 電也, 心力也, 皆指出所以通之具.”
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The essence of interconnectivity is that all existences are equal.27)

Unconstrained by the conventional discussion of ren as meaning love
of family or life in an abstract sense, Tan placed the concept in a new
context. He started by approaching ren within the relationship between
two sides. Then, he noted that the relationship had a bilateral connection.
He even used such elements as ether and electricity, which he learned
about through his study of Western science, to verify it based on
empirical concepts instead of abstract imagination. Thereby, he hoped, ren
could be reestablished as the foundation of civic ethics beyond the feudal
dimension. Speaking of interconnectivity, Tan wrote that it:
has four meanings. The first one is the connectivity between China and
foreign countries. My view on this is largely drawn from the Chunqiu 春秋
(Spring and Autumn Annals). After difficult times and relatively stable
stages pass and a period of great peace arrives, both distant and
neighboring countries and both large and small countries are regarded as
one without distinction. The second is the interconnection between the
superior and the inferior, and the third is that between men and women, or
between the inside and the outside. My idea of this is based mostly on the
Yijing ... The fourth meaning is the interconnection between oneself and the
other, which is largely derived from Buddhist scriptures.28)

There is a particularly interesting point in Tan Sitong’s verification of his
concept. After verifying ren = tong = pingdeng (benevolence = interconnection =
equality), he derived from it a notion of equality between China-world,
superior-inferior, men-women, and self-other.29) To show ren = tong, Tan
resorted to ether, a hypothesized material (since rejected) which was then
thought to be akin to a connective substance or medium between two
distant objects. He also used the example of electricity, by which he
attempted to verify the existence of ren in a materialistic method, which no
one before him had ever tried. What was most novel about Tan’s approach
was that he adopted the Western ideas of electricity and ether and used
them as the basis of interpersonal linkage.
This manner of thinking was an extension of evolutionary theories
which were sweeping through early modern China. At that time, many
Chinese people struggled desperately to understand the reasons for their

27) Tan, “Renxue jieshuo,” 291: “七. 通之象爲平等.”
28) “通有四義. 中外通, 多取其義於 《春秋》, 以太平世遠近大小若一故也. 上下通, 男女內外通, 多取其
義於《易》. . . . 人我通, 多取其義於佛經.”
29) On this point, see Lee M., Damsadong: Sotong-gwa pyeongdeung-eul sayuhan sasangga.
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perceived inferiority and to locate the basis by which they might recover
their superiority in the future. These feelings can help explain the
vehement dominance of social Darwinism during that time. Social
Darwinism argues that the rules governing society and history can be
found among those used to explain natural phenomena. In some of its
most excessive applications, natural scientific rules are applied
indiscriminately to both nature and society (history). Considering how
Western ideas like that of ether and Social Darwinism were employed in
that era, it could be argued that early modern Chinese thought began to
diverge from textual scholarship as Chinese thinkers first began to
attempt to construct logical explanations for philosophy or to explain
philosophical views based on scientific knowledge.

4. From Jingxue to Philosophy and From There, Whence?
While the division of historical periods can be made in different fashions
and given differing names, we can safely refer to the current era as that
period of modernity which involves all the outcomes of the progression
of modernization. What is the most appropriate approach to studying
thought and ideology in modern times? If, in fact, all the tasks
confronted by early modern China have been resolved, completely
different ones should be taken up. In that case, modern Chinese thought
and ideology will have to take on a drastically different form from the
early modern counterpart. Conversely, if modern Chinese people still have
unfinished agendas fromthe early modern period in addition to new ones
for the modern period, some overlapping between the characteristics of
modern and early modern thought and ideology is inevitable.
(1) Li Zehou’s work
Let me first examine Li Zehou’s work and then discuss the direction of
modern thought and ideology. Instead of taking Lu Jiuyuan’s phrases
without alteration, Li Zehou distinguishes between the two approaches of
‘I annotate the Six Classics’ and ‘the Six Classics annotate me,’ and uses
them as opposing frameworks forwriting. The former means that the
researcher interprets the content, form, system, and structure of
philosophical thought from a historical standpoint. In the latter, he/she
relies on the past history of philosophy and philosophers’ thoughts to
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explain his/her philosophical perspective.30) Taking up the latter approach,
Li Zehou has generated various new concepts such as “xiti zhongyong”
西體中用 (Western learning as foundation but adapted to Chinese use),
“lishi bentilun” 歷史本體論 (historical ontology), and “jidian” 積澱
(sedimentation), and has freely moved between Eastern and Western texts.
This corresponds to a modernization of Eastern philosophy.
After the 1949 socialist revolution, China was reborn as a new
country to such an extent that it is nearly impossible to evaluate it
within the same dimensions as before. Amid vigorous efforts to forge out
of economic backwardness ‘a wonderful nation without exploitation of a
class by another’ in the years following the establishment of the new
China, the velocity of social and cultural change inevitably become a
highly contentious issue. As Mao Zedong 毛澤東 and the Gang of Four
(sirenbang 四人幇) asserted their will on the state and its people, modern
China underwent a series of fast-paced political experiments including the
creation of People’s Commune (1958), the Great Leap Forward
(1958-1960) and the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). An excess of
revolutionary fervor gripped the society and paralyzed rationality. One
result of this upheaval was that many Chinese no longer behaved (or felt
themselves to be) ordinary men and women with warm hearts and
sympathetic feelings towards the suffering of their fellow human beings.
Armed with full-fledged passion and extreme idealism, they acted like
deities judging between good and evil. Li Zehou has contended that this
period was characterized by a fanatical society dominated by something
akin to religious morality and that these attitudes were the locus of
tragedy in modern Chinese history.
Li has argued that China in the late 20th century and the early 21st
century must shake off the grip of religious fervor to achieve a society
where individuals protect and speak up for their rights. To prevent the
suppression of private interests in the name of the public good and the
suffocation of individuals by order of the state, Li suggests that
individuals, society (state), and the values of private and public interests
must be rearranged based on the contract theory, instead of
communalism.
In a sense, Li Zehou is undertaking, based on the experiences of
modern Chinese history, the intellectual adventure of overturning many of
the prevailing values of Eastern philosophy. For this, some may well
30) See Li, Lun Kangde Heigeer zhexue; Li, Hakseol, 47.
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wonder whether he can still be regarded as an Eastern philosophe, and
from this alone, we can observe how different his interpretations of
Eastern philosophy are from others who have preceded him. This is,
definitely, a sure sign that he would “coin many new terms” while
practicing the principle of “the Six Classics annotate me”in his writing.
Let us take a quick look at what he has termed ‘the fourth period’
of Confucian development and a culture of joy. Confucian scholars in
Taiwan have traditionally divided Confucian history into three phases: the
primitive Confucianism of Confucius and Mencius, the Neo-Confucianism
of Zhu Xi and Wang Yangming, and the New Confucianism in the early
modern and modern periods. This division reflects the position of placing
the Confucian conception of human mind and nature at the center. By
recognizing the inherent nature of moral perfection and reining in
personal desires, one can be a moral being, i.e. one who attaches more
importance to the moral way over one’s greedy self-interest. In Li
Zehou’s view, such morality is a personal virtue which is attainable only
by those who are capable of it; hence, it is not suitable for modern
society.31) Offering an alternative view of Confucian development, he
treats Han Confucianism as a separate phase which emphasized a
correspondence between heaven and man and explained it with the
concepts of yin-yang, the five elements, and ki. Further, he tries to
engender a new brand of modern Confucianism which would reject the
precepts of both Song and Ming Neo-Confucianism.
Li’s formulation of ‘the culture of joy’ refers to what he sees as
the authentic Chinese cultural characteristic, as distinguished from the
Western culture of sin and the Japanese culture of shame. According to
this characterization, Chinese people pursue joy and pleasure in what they
engage in, whereas Westerners and Japanese are sensitive to guilt (sin)
and shame (humilation), respectively, and that these fundamental
differences in outlook or orientation have led to the development of
divergent cultural traits. One consequence has been that the Chinese tend
to regard wrongdoing and mistakes not as manifestations of fundamental
character flaws in the wrongdoer, but as examples of temporary
carelessness or negligence. Further, he writes, while Westerners long for
transcendence from reality and redemption in an other world, Chinese
people are far less likely to have a notion of otherworldly salvation,
preferring to seek fortune and happiness in this world.
31) Li, Hakseol, 9-46.
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Li Zehou attempts to discover Chinese cultural characteristics through
comparison with Japan and the West and Japan. In this, his approach
resembles the distinctions made by Liang Shuming between human cultures
based on how they deal with human desires. In his book, Dongxiwenhua ji
qi zhexue 東西文化及其哲學, Li notes that Westerners emphasize the
satisfaction of desires, whereas Chinese stress their regulation, and Indians,
their suppression. Liang Shuming pays attention to the mental aspect of
culture and reinterprets traditional philosophical works in the modern
context. Meanwhile, Li Zehou’s thought is primarily based on materialism,
as he imparts importance to the material dimension of culture (such as
eating) and the acquisition and employment of adequate technology needed
for the production of materials. Where Liang Shuming retains old Chinese
philosophical concepts and tries modern interpretations of them, Li Zehou
borrows freely from Eastern and Western texts alike, inventing a number
of new appellations as part of his aim to present a future direction for
modern China.
Liang Shuming believes that philosophical concepts of the past can be
used both to explain Chinese culture in its entirety and to help build its
future. By contrast, Li Zehou does not use old concepts as they are and
prefers to alter them in substantial ways, claiming that modern society
stands on entirely different socioeconomic conditions from the past.
Needless to say, that he uses new labels does not mean that he entirely
denies their connection with old ones.
Li Zehou notes that although Western philosophy began with Plato’s
notion of noumenon, several highly significant modern thinkers (including
Marx, Husserl, and Heidegger) have exhibited a profound interest in
everyday life and language. Disillusioned with the belief that human beings
cognize transcendental and unchangeable a priori principles and represent
them in reality, much modern Western philosophy focuses on empirical
rules that people can agree on and relate to. Holding that philosophy must
encompass more than everyday life and language, Li calls for a
“philosophy of eating rice” (chifan zhexue 吃飯哲學). For him, modern
philosophy is bound to develop in the vein of political philosophy,
intending to solve the problem of eating. On this point, his thought is
fundamentally incompatible with the ‘Confucian school of mind and nature’
which is currently gaining influence among New Confucians in Taiwan.
How then can a philosophy of eating rice which begins with the
‘reality of eating’ be constructed? Even if the problem of eating is most
fundamental to human existence, it must not be approached solely based
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on the so-called ‘law of the jungle’ advocated by a now discredited
Social Darwinism.32) To find a solution, Li Zehou rejects ontological
essence, reason, the absolute, god, and a priori values, and turns to
history. He claims that the history of humankind is an evolutionary
process of attempting to resolve the problem of eating in a better way.
A particular historical period represents the accumulated body of
intellectual wealth, experiences, and outcomes of addressing the problem
of eating.
Li believes that as the intellectual wealth, experiences, and outcomes
are reflected in individual consciousness and transmitted to a future
generations, this process both forms the collective memory of society and
generates cultural characteristics. The cultural traits transmitted across
generations are what he calls sedimentation. His notion of sedimentation
is similar to British biologist Richard Dawkins’s concept of memes as
expressed in his 1976 book The Selfish Gene. For Dawkins, a meme is
the unit of transmission of nongenetic culture which, like the gene in
biology, is stored in an individual’s memory and copied onto another’s.
Memes thus can be said to have an evolutionary characteristic, just as
biological genes do.
For Li Zehou, sedimentation and history are the last bastion he can
resort to in order to secure, over his starting point of reality, the
publically shared zone or a public goodness to which people can consent.
But he is yet to explain his views of the consequence of sedimentation in
history or the mechanism of its composition. Sedimentation and history are,
apparently, never neutral to power and values, nor do they reflect simple,
linear, evolutionary processes. In this respect, he exposes a limitation that
while negating the a priori realm, he is overly optimistic about history.
How can anyone overlook that history has too often been a bloody river?
The misplaced optimism of his historical vision may be one reason why
he no longer plays the leading role in Chinese intellectual life which he
had occupied during the 1980s, and has recently done little more than
simply repeating ideas he had already expressed by 1990.

32) Korean novelist Jo Jung-rae portrays the “jungle” of modern China in Jungle malli.
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(2) Early Modern Philosophy and What’s Next?
If we assess Li Zehou’s work in view of the tasks faced by early modern
China, it can be roughly characterized as a relentless quest for Chinese
identity via translation work, instrumental thinking, and comparisons of
Eastern and Western philosophy. We could probably even say that Li was
baptized in an early modern philosophy. Li himself has admitted the
limitations of his work on several occasions, saying that China would
usher in an age of professionals where standard intellectual norms are
respected. In the Preface to the Lishi bentilun 歷史本體論, he says:
I wrote this book as I felt like, without giving too much thought to logical
substantiation and citation. Some expressions even contain logical leaps. I
just intend to give, borrowing Kant’s term, subjective “doxa,” instead of
seeking “episteme,” i.e., scientific truths universally accepted by people. In
the book, I make statements which can only be regarded as personal points
of view.33)

In a sense, Li Zehou has not succeeded in fully linking Chinese
philosophy with science. This appears an undeniable limitation of his
thought. He has played a leading role as a great enlightenment figure,
but has not necessarily functioned as a systematic theorist. Nevertheless,
by consistently putting forth the agenda of religious and social morality,
he has raised the important modern questions of how to establish new
relationships between individuals and the state and between rights and
duties. It is in this where modern thought and ideology diverges most
sharply from that of the early modern period. Furthermore, Li’s work
differs from the recent move in Korea to study “uri philosophy,” for the
latter only insists upon the necessity of posing such questions. We must
now go beyond the rhetoric and begin to develop a discourse around
how to actually construct such a philosophy in and for our time.
Let us go back to the current situation in Korea discussed in the
introduction of this paper. Which of the two positions is the more valid?
Have scholars of the past few decades simply reiterated the same
arguments, or have they achieved something notable? Do the proponents
of either position present a proper way forward for the study of modern
thought and ideology in Korea? In my view, neither position appears to
posit an adequate agenda for establishing “uri philosophy” and ‘uri
33) Li, Yeoksa boncheron, 8-9. The quotations are from “Gimyo oseol” and “Musa
jeontong-eul malhada.”
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study.’ They have to clarify, first of all, what the agenda pursued by
early modern thought and ideology was and second describe how its
modern counterpart is to differ from what it seeks to replace. After all,
linguistic analysis and semiotics are primarily concerned with the methods
of how to carry out an agenda, not its aims or direction.
In the philosophy and aesthetics of the East and Korea, ‘nature’ is
often regarded as the principle of establishing order, the legitimacy of
moral behavior, and the standard of aesthetic appreciation and creativity.
Premodern Koreans, grounded in little more than intuitive insight, held
that nature is valid and desirable and reiterated their claims over and
over. How shall we contemporary Koreans verify that nature is valid and
desirable and that it is the value and virtue for us to seek? If we are to
pick up where Li Zehou left off and attain a philosophical understanding
based on scientific truth, we must be able to provide an answer to this
pressing question.

5. Conclusion
Among researchers studying philosophy in Korea, many of us who are
pursuing “uri philosophy” or “uri study” have arrived at a similar
conclusion. The study of Western philosophy in Korea must move
beyond a purely imported philosophy, and the study of Eastern
philosophy must move beyond mere textual scholarship. Both should be
oriented toward “uri philosophy.” Unfortunately, just as the identity of
“philosophy” itself is often unclear nowadays, so too is that of “uri
philosophy.” As a consequence, too many scholars simply stop at
reassuring their commitment and determination to study “uri philosophy”
or reconfirm the vague direction which they believe it to be pointing.
Considering the current situation, Kim Sang-hwan’s proposition that
modern Korean philosophy may be established on the basis of the
“modern condition” has significant implications. As we all know, the
ancient study of ethics was based on “virtue ethics” or the maximalism
of Confucius, Mencius, and Aristotle, whilst the early modern study of
ethics was grounded in Kant’s “duty ethics.” Kim’s contention is that the
modern study of ethics should not be simply a revival of one of the two
or their mixture; we claimed that contemporary inquiry into ethics can be
revitalized only through careful acknowledgment of the modern condition,
namely, the fact that we are called to make a creative metamorphosis,
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called to answer the critical questions: “How should I change?” and
“What can I be?”34)
Modern ethics can create conditions of thought which directly
correspond to the contemporary era as well as those cultural spaces
where the premodern and the early modern intersect each other. By
attending to the actual conditions of contemporary Korean life, we can
suppose a community where virtue ethics enables emotional empathy and
a space where duty ethics trades interests. A sharp bifurcation of the two
conditions occurs between premodern and early modern times. Yet, in the
modern period, the conditions reveal complex features of differentiation
and intersection. A clear division is only possible in a textbook situation.
Let us take an example from ordinary experiences. Goduri is a
popular pastime in Korean festivities. One characteristic of the game is
that people can set rules adapted to the given situation whenever they
play it. In a festival period, family members and friends coming from
different places sit around and play it. Because they are often used to
different rules, they may disagree on certain things. When the
disagreement is resolved, the previously conflicting rules and conditions
add more fun and turn it into an even more exciting game. Likewise, I
think, the modern study of ethics should attempt to find a code which
both corresponds to the premodern and the early modern study of ethics
and which produces meaningful insight into the modern condition.35)
In this paper, we have reemphasized the necessity of going beyond
imported philosophy and textual scholarship in order to establish “uri
philosophy.” Whether we should pursue the study of the “Classics,” or
“philosophy,” or “thought” requires further discussion. Based on the
discussion, we must formulate a new mode of study which embraces
Eastern modern life on the horizon of enlightenment which has been
sought by Li Zehou. This cannot be done by repeating the values of
nature, mind, and human nature alone.
■ Submitted: 2014.10.31 / Reviewed: 2014.12.15-31 / Confirmed for publication: 2015.01.01

34) Kim, “Bulhaenghan uisik-ui yullihak-eul neomeoseogi,” 8-13.
35) See Shin Jeong-Keun’s comments on Kim Sang-hwan’s paper (2014) cited in the
previous footnote.
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從經學到哲學，然後是何處？
辛 正 根

中文摘要
每個時代學問的分類有別。因爲每個時代追求知識的方向與方法有所不
同。起源於西方的“哲學”原本被看作是最根本的學問。在哲學傳入之前，
東方曾按照經史子集的學問分類方式，把經學當作最好的學問。近代因東
西方交流，經學雖存續著，卻把從前的地位交給了哲學。然而，目前韓國
哲學面臨著一個問題，即“關於研究什麼、怎樣研究，研究者群體並沒有達
成共識。”這跟一面呼喊哲學的終結、一面質疑哲學的本性並不同。因爲韓
國雖然處於“哲學研究的危機”或“哲學教育的危機”，卻不談“哲學本身的危
機”。本論文試圖探究關於“哲學研究的危機”是如何產生的、該怎樣克服等
問題的線索。首先看看爲了克服“哲學研究的危機”，曾深入關注這個問題
的研究者的經曆。進而探討在現代環境下，“哲學”應該向哪個方向前進。
關鍵詞：經學, 哲學, 科學, 學文 分類, 近代性

